
SKILLS BOOTCAMP IN CLOUD, 
CYBER & WEB DEVELOPMENT

OVERVIEW

16 WEEKS

MONDAY-FRIDAY 1PM-5PM

FREE*

ONLINE

COMPTIA CLOUD ESSENTIALS 
comptia.org/certifications/cloud-essentials

LPI WEV DEV ESSESNTIALS CERT 
lpi.org/our-certifications/web-develop-
ment-essentials-overview

BEGINNER

ABOUT

The Skills Bootcamp in Cloud, Cyber & Web Dev provides you 
with a comprehensive introduction and overview of cloud-based 
principles, networking concepts and website development.

You’ll understand how the disciplines work together as well as 
gain knowledge of cloud concepts, management and technical 
operations, cloud environments, software development, web 
technologies and coding languages.

You will work towards either a CompTIA or a Linux Professional 
Institute qualification in one of the 3 areas, validating your ability 
to deploy and automate secure cloud environments and implement 
simple web applications.

It is the ideal kick starter for anyone looking to become a 
cloud engineer, web developer or cyber security professional.

CONTENT

Cloud concepts | Business principles of cloud environments 
| Management and technical operations | Governance, risk, 
compliance and security for the cloud | Cyber Security | Software 
Development and Web Technologies |  HTML Document Markup |  
CSS Content Styling |  JavaScript Programming | Careers Guidance | 
Personal development and transferrable skills

CAREERS

With this qualification, you can explore careers in SecOps, DevOps, 
Cloud Engineering, CyOps, Cloud Architecture, Cyber Security 
technologist, Cyber Security analyst or web development.

If you want to continue to learn, you might want to consider a 
level 4 apprenticeship, Certifcate of Higher Education or possibly 
a degree programme, depending on your previous qualifications.

Skills Bootcamps are free, flexible courses 
of up to 16 weeks, giving anyone* the 
opportunity to build up sector-specific skills 
and fast-track to an interview with an employer.

*To be eligible you must have turned 19 on or before 31/08/2022, unemployed or looking to start a 
career in digital, live in England, have the right to work in the UK, not done another Skills Bootcamp 
in the last 12 months and have access to a desktop or laptop computer.

APPLY 
The first step is to get in touch.
E. bootcamps@UA92.ac.uk

Alternatively, complete the online form at 
UA92.ac.uk/study-with-us/skills-bootcamps


